
What's the difference between these 3D laser scanners? 
 

The atmosphere is a substantial factor in choosing which laser scanner to 

buy, specifically if the user will be operating under extreme temperatures. 

The three laser scanners have a diverse temperature level variety-- the 

ScanStation P-Series can run from -20 ° C to +50 ° C, whereas the BLK360 can 

operate between +5 ° C and +40 ° C and also the RTC360 can run between -5 ° C 

and +40 ° C. After that there are differences in rate as well as resolution. 

The RTC360 has the greatest check rate at 2 million points per second, 
adhered to by the ScanStation P-Series at 1 million points per 2nd and also 

the BLK360 at 360,000 points per secondly. The ScanStation P-Series offers 

the highest resolution. The optimum array measurable likewise differs between 

them-- the BLK360 is 20-60 metres, the RTC360 is 40-130 metres, and the 

ScanStation P-Series is 70-1,000 metres. 3D laser scanning surveying 

 

For software, all 3 laser scanners get in touch with the Leica Cyclone area 

360 mobile device application for data procurement in the field. This 

indicates that each laser scanner has the ability to catch, register and 

examine scan and also image data automatically. The interface combines simple 

handling of complex estimations with visual user advice, which supplies an 

incredibly simple individual experience, even ideal for newbie individuals. 

 

 

How do I recognize which 3D laser scanner is right for my project? 

 

Each scanner has its own one-of-a-kind offering, so choosing the appropriate 

laser scanner boils down to the day-to-day tasks your team services. The 
BLK360 is best for relatively small-scale documentation applications where 

photos are as important as exact 3D information. It appropriates for outside 

and also indoor applications as well as works well in overloaded areas as a 

result of its maximum mobility and also simpleness. Individuals who have no 

experience utilizing laser scanning innovation can easily adopt this scanner 

because of its very easy user interface as well as one-button procedure. 

What's even more, because it's very light at only 1kg, it's perfect for 

projects calling for a tool that's simple to take care of. 

 

Meanwhile, the RTC360 is a scalable solution for bigger jobs: assume mapping 

something the dimension of an industrial plant. The laser scanner is ideal 

for tasks where performance as well as information high quality are key 
factors, such as construction preparation or public safety. It personifies a 

Visual Inertial System using 5 cameras and various other sensing units, 

enabling the scanner to track its placement while relocating from setup to 

setup. This simplifies all of the registration and handling procedures, 

making the full end-to-end workflow quicker and also more optimised. Whether 

you operate in light or dark settings, the RTC360 can accumulate a full-dome 
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HDR of images in less than one minute as well as has the highest possible 

scanning speed at up to two million points per second. It's the ideal buddy 
for challenging environments. 


